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ABSTRACT

Social media sites like Facebook and Instagram remove content that is against community guidelines or is perceived to be
deviant behavior. Users also delete their own content that they
feel is not appropriate within personal or community norms.
In this paper, we examine characteristics of over 30,000 proeating disorder (pro-ED) posts that were at one point public
on Instagram but have since been removed. Our work shows
that straightforward signals can be found in deleted content
that distinguish them from other posts, and that the implications of such classification are immense. We build a classifier
that compares public pro-ED posts with this removed content
that achieves moderate accuracy of 69%. We also analyze
the characteristics in content in each of these post categories
and find that removed content reflects more dangerous actions,
self-harm tendencies, and vulnerability than posts that remain
public. Our work provides early insights into content removal
in a sensitive community and addresses the future research
implications of the findings.
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INTRODUCTION

Social media platforms like Twitter, Instagram, and Facebook
are used to discuss a variety of topics, ranging from the mundane to sensitive. Content and user accounts are sometimes
moderated to both sustain a healthy community and prevent
behavior that violates established rules or social norms [41,
19, 25, 7]. Current moderation practices include platformenforced policies (e.g., deleting content or banning users) or
community-driven assessments (e.g., voting or rating mechanisms, block functionality, reporting infringing content).
The photo-sharing social network Instagram has several moderation approaches for posts that breach their Community
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Guidelines. Instagram removes sexual photos, illegal behaviors, and spam1 . It also prohibits self-harm and pro-eating
disorder (pro-ED) content — a behavior that promotes eating
disorders as legitimate lifestyle choices instead of dangerous
psychosocial disorders2 . Users can also remove their own
posts that they feel are not appropriate either for the platform
or for the established norms of the community. Whatever
the reason, intent, or authority behind removal, users often
acknowledge in their posts that, “this post will just get taken
down”. We consider these removed posts as a prime example
of deviant behavior [3] because these posts do not conform
to the personal or collective norms that the individual, the
platform, or the community may have established in tandem.
When individuals experience vulnerability, they tend to reach
out to others to “buffer” themselves against negative emotions
and actions [16]. To the pro-ED community, social media
sites like Instagram provide such an outlet to seek out these
kind of “safety valves” to regulate their emotions [1]. Users
in this community frequently discuss negative events, like
intents to deliberately self-injure [12, 33]; we suspect that the
perceived sensitivity expressed in pro-ED posts that removed
from the platform is higher than normal – a factor that likely
underlies the removal. There is an important opportunity
to learn the characteristics of this deviant content for several
reasons: learning more about motivations behind post removal,
how this removal behavior may carry over to other online
communities or technologies, and how other technologies may
identify characteristics of deviant behavior on a platform.
Our Contributions and Ethics. This paper examines characteristics of pro-ED posts removed from Instagram. We build
a supervised learning approach, a binary logistic regression
classifier, to distinguish between the content of public pro-ED
posts and removed posts. From here on, we refer to these
removed posts as “deviant posts”. We build our classifier on a
sample of over 30,000 deviant and an equal number of public
pro-ED posts. We find that the two classes of posts can be
distinguished with satisfactory performance (accuracy of 69%
and an area-under-curve measure of 76%). Interpreting the
variables with high predictive power, we find that deviant proED posts indeed show heightened vulnerability compared to
public posts, and these content markers provide important insights into deviant behavior. We also discuss the implications,
future work, and power of this research.
1 https://help.instagram.com/477434105621119/
2 http://blog.instagram.com/post/21454597658/instagrams-newguidelines-against-self-harm

We recognize that analysis of deleted or removed content is
controversial territory in social computing. It has been studied
in prior work [37, 4, 14], and we appreciate the authors of [32]
for providing insight into the ethics of this research. However,
we believe that the important health benefits of our work for
those in need justifies the study of removed content in pro-ED
communities. In that light, our work extends efforts in the
social computing research community where large-scale data
analytic approaches have been adopted to extend timely and
tailored support to vulnerable communities online [18, 15].
Nonetheless, we took precautions to conduct this study as
ethically as possible. The data used in this paper was collected
through the official Instagram API when the posts were publicly accessible. There is no research interaction with the users,
and the data is only analyzed by the algorithms we develop—
i.e., we adopt an “eyes off” quantitative analysis approach
(e.g., [11, 30]), since, ethically, users would need to consent to
have their deleted content read by researchers. Thus, we did
not seek institutional review board approval. To protect the
privacy of our participants, we do not disclose any algorithmic output that contains personally identifying information,
including usernames or personal tags.
RELATED WORK

Substantial research in HCI and CSCW has examined characteristics of deviant content and deviant behavior, including
those associated with content removal or deletion.
Online Deviance. Rafferty et al. [35] qualitatively examined
cyberbullying and aggression as forms of deviance (also [27,
44]), and Wang et al. [42] studied the nature of abusive deviant
content on Twitter. Other work has examined the dynamics of
and motivation behind sharing deviant content [23, 31, 25, 10],
the role of online identity choices and accountability in such
content [41, 19, 40], and management of design considerations
and mechanisms around deviance [9, 38, 39, 5, 2]. Deviant
behavior and content sharing has also been studied in specific
contexts, such as online gaming [8], online news commentary [6, 14], feminist forums [26], grief expression [34], and
peer production communities [43, 36, 28, 2].
Content Deletion on Social Media. Sleeper et al. [37] studied post deletion practices of individuals around regretful experiences on Twitter. Almuhimedi et. al [4] quantitatively
examined deleted tweets on Twitter, and Cheng et. al [14]
looked at comments removed by moderators that were deemed
antisocial and toxic to three online news communities. Close
to our work is Chancellor et al. [13] that examined behavior patterns following banning of tags in pro-ED communities; however, this study did not explore the characteristics of
deleted and removed pro-ED posts. We build on this larger
body of work to offer some of the first quantitative insights
into deviant content from a sensitive and controversial online
community [22].
DATA AND METHODS
Data Collection

To allow enough removal time for deviant pro-ED posts, our
data collection occurred in three phases over ten months. In
all phases, we used the tools in the official Instagram API
(https://instagram.com/developer/).

skinny
eatingdisorder
proanorexia
thinspiration
anorexianervosa

thin
probulimia
mia
secretsociety

thinspo
anorexia
bulimia
ana

bonespo
thighgap
promia
proana

Table 1. Example tags used for crawling pro-ED posts in our study.

Phase I: Obtaining Pro-ED Data. In September 2014, we
created a large initial sample of public posts with pro-ED tags.
We consider these posts to be shared by the “pro-ED community” on Instagram; although Instagram does not have defined
community structures, users organize around tags to create
and share a common identity [24]. To identify pro-ED tags,
we first curated a set of nine “seed tags”3 found to be common
tags and structures illustrating pro-ED behaviors and attitudes
across different social media platforms [17]. Two researchers
then manually inspected posts on each tag to ensure there was
sufficient pro-ED content. We crawled these tags for a month,
which returned 434K posts and 234K unique tags. We selected
222 tags that had at least a 1% co-occurrence rate with other
tags in this dataset.
From this set of 222, we manually filtered tags that did not
map to eating disorders for three reasons: (1) Tags that were
related to eating disorders but were generic enough to be used
in many other contexts, e.g. “beautiful” and “inspiration”. (2)
Tags related to other mental conditions or disorders, e.g. “depression”, “anxious”, or “suicidal”. Lastly (3) Tags that were
tied to the eating disorder recovery community, e.g. “edrecovery”. This reduced the filtered co-occurrence tag list from 222
tags to 72 verified to related to eating disorders (see sample
tags in Table 1).
In November 2014, we crawled all content across these 72
tags. This returned over 8 million posts between January 2011
and November 2014. We then removed any posts that were
cross-posted to any recovery tags as well as any that had three
specific tags (“mia”, “ana”, and “ed”) that did not also contain
another one of the initial list of 72. Qualitative observation
indicated that these three tags used in isolation from pro-ED
tags refers to first names (the name “Mia”) or references to
popular celebrities (“ed” for Ed Sheeran). Our dataset at the
end of this phase had 6.5 million posts relating to pro-ED.
Phase II: Gathering Pro-ED Users and Post Timelines. In
February 2015, we obtained a random sample of 100K active
users from the authors of the 6.5 million posts above. We
gathered the public timelines of each of the 100K users. This
set contains over 26M posts from 100K users, with posts
shared between October 2010 and March 2015.
Phase III: Gathering deviant pro-ED data. In August 2015,
we used the Instagram API to check whether the posts from
Phase II were still publicly accessible. We randomly sorted
our posts and gathered the first 31K posts where the post was
no longer available on the platform but the user’s account still
existed. Note that checking whether the user’s account was
still active was an important step to prevent confounding resulting from a post being deleted because the user removed
their Instagram account altogether — we believe the characteristics of account deletion may be considerably distinct from
3 Seed tags include: “ed”, “eatingdisorder”, “ednos”, “ana”,
“anorexia”, “anorexic”,“mia”, “bulimia”, and “bulimic”.

Characterization and Prediction Framework

Next, we develop several logistic regression models to learn
the characteristics of deviant pro-ED posts as well as to automatically distinguish them from content that remains public.
Regularization helps us control for collinearity (since we use
the text of posts) and sparsity in our data. In our case, we
used the model implementation given in the Python package
statsmodels. Our response variable is the binary indicator of
whether a post is deviant or still-public. For the predictor
variables, we considered four different sets and build a model
for each set. These variables capture straightforward linguistic
constructs in the post’s text. Note that we did not use the
visual features of the photo or video included in the post, but
it constitutes an important direction toward future work.
TagCt: uses the frequency of tags in a post as predictor variables; we consider all tags which occur 200 or more times,
which gives 614 predictor variables.
TagCo: uses the 500 most frequent pairwise tag cooccurrences in posts4 , and the 614 tags with frequencies over
200 (from TagCt).
TagCtCo: uses 500 most frequent pairwise unigram cooccurrences in the captions of the posts, the 500 most frequent
pairwise tag co-occurrences in posts, and the 614 tags with
frequencies over 200 (from TagCt).
TagCtCoCap: uses 1,000 most frequent pairwise unigram
co-occurrences in the captions of the posts, the 1,000 most
frequent pairwise tag co-occurrences in posts, and the 614 tags
with frequencies over 200 (from TagCt).
RESULTS

Our model used 80% of our data for training purposes and
parameter tuning; the remaining 20% were heldout for testing.
On the training data, we first present the goodness of fit of
our four models and how they fared against the Null model
(Table 2). Compared to the Null model, all of our models
provide considerable explanatory power (statistically significant based on Bonferroni correction) with significant reduction in deviances. Particularly, the TagCtCoCap model (that
uses tag frequencies, tag co-occurrences and unigram and
bigram tokens in post captions) yields the best fit. We find
that the difference between the deviance of the Null model
and the deviance of this model approximately follows a χ 2
distribution, with degrees of freedom equal to the number of
additional variables in the latter model: χ 2 (2613, N = 62K) =
107387 − 54487 = 5.29 × 104 , p < 10−10 .
Next we report our results on the 20% heldout dataset. For the
sake of brevity, we only report expanded performance metrics
on the model with the best performance (the TagCtCoCap
model) in Table 3. In the confusion matrix, class 1 is deviant
posts and class 0 is public posts. We find that the TagCtCoCap
4 Two

tags or unigrams co-occur if they are used together in a post.

Model

Null
TagCt
TagCo
TagCtCo
TagCtCoCap

Deviance
107387
61029
58266
57632
54487

df
0
613
1113
1613
2613

χ2

p-value

9.43e+03
6.67e+03
6.03e+03
2.89e+03

< 10−7
< 10−8
< 10−8
< 10−10

Table 2. Summary of different model fits. Null is the intercept-only
model. All comparisons with the Null model are statistically significant after Bonferroni correction for multiple testing (α = 0.05
4 ).

Actual/Predicted
Class 0
Class 1
Accuracy
Precision
Recall
F-1

Class 0
4433
2018
69.85%
.69
.70
.69

Class 1
1913
4328
68.2%
.69
.68
.69

Total
6346
6346
69.03% (mean)
.69 (mean)
.69 (mean)
.69 (mean)

Table 3. Performance of the TagCtCoCap model in distinguishing deviant and public posts.

model gives satisfactory accuracy in classifying both deviant
and public pro-ED posts, with a mean precision, recall, and
F-1 score of .69 each. The accuracy of the model is 69%,
an improvement of 19% over a chance model (50% baseline
accuracy due to balanced class sizes). We report the receiver
operating characteristic (ROC) curve in Figure 1; the area
under curve (AUC) is 76%.
1

We also present 20 of
0.8
the top 50 positive and
negative β values of the
0.6
TagCtCoCap model in Table 4. The positive and
0.4
negative β values indicate
0.2
increased likelihood of a
post to be deviant or pub0
lic, respectively. The vari0
0.2
0.4
0.6
0.8
1
False Positive Rate
ables that are most predictive of deviant posts Figure 1.
ROC curve for the
are overwhelmingly asso- tagCtCoCap model.
ciated with attitudes and
behaviors that reinforce pro-ED lifestyles as well as selfinjurious behaviors. These include “cutting”, “bodycheck”
(where users invite others to suggest improvements for their
body), and the desire to look or be skinny. There are also
indicators of high vulnerability and threats to personal safety
(“worthless”, “suicidal”, “razor”). In contrast, predictor variables that increase the likelihood of a post remaining public
are closest to those reaching out to the eating disorder recovery
community [45]. Public posts also emphasize a larger variety of emotions, cognitions, and confessions (“gourgeous”,
“angry”, “misunderstood”).
True Positive Rate

those related to post removal. These 31K posts represent our
deviant pro-ED posts for our classification task. To construct
an equivalent still-public dataset of pro-ED posts, we gathered
the first 31K random public posts, bringing the total number
of posts in our dataset to 62K.

DISCUSSION AND IMPLICATIONS FOR FUTURE WORK

Our findings show that characteristics in captions and tagging
strategies of posts on Instagram can predict whether a post
will be considered deviant on the platform and then removed.
The beta weights displayed in Table 4 illustrates two important findings from our data. One, deviant posts have a higher
chance of being related to self-injury, suicide, and the maintenance of eating disorders, confirming what has been observed
in prior work [12]. This implies that, while these communities
are allowed to exist on the platform, these particular deviant

Type / Content

β

Type / Content

β

TC/#different
TC/#energy
TC/#depressedteen
TP/#ana & #anorexia
TC/#ptsd
TP/#anorexia & #anorexianervosa
TP/#cutting & #crying
TP/#depression & #blade
TC/#skinnyplease
TP/#blade & #suicide
CP/personal & account
TP/#ana & #weightloss
TP/#sue&#anorexia

2.22
1.95
1.30
1.10
1.08
1.00

TP/#edrecovery&#beated
TC/#eatittobeatit
TC/#toned
TC/#nevergoodenough
TC/#angry
TP/#ana & #edsoldiers

-1.33
-1.27
-1.23
-1.04
-0.97
-0.92

0.98
0.94
0.90
0.87
0.86
0.85
0.82

-0.92
-0.85
-0.84
-0.80
-0.78
-0.77
-0.71

TC/#harm
TP/#anxiety &#depressionquotes
TC/#anagirl
TC/#selfharmmm
TC/#bodycheck
CP/want & look

0.80
0.80

TC/#misunderstood
CP/today & strong
CP/fat & depressed
TC/#gourgeous
TP/#anarecovery&#edfamily
TC/#edarmy
TP/#prorecovery
&#anorexiarecovery
TC/#nourishnotpunish
TC/#eathealthy

0.79
0.79
0.79
0.77

TC/#ednosrecovery
CP/got & think
CP/know & friend
TC/#prorecovery

-0.70
-0.70
-0.69
-0.69

-0.71
-0.71

Table 4. Selected 20 out of the top 50 features’ positive and negative
beta weights in our TagCtCoCap model. There are 3 types of features:
TC (tag with at least 200 occurrences), TP (co-occurring tag pair),
and CP (co-occurring unigram pair in caption)

posts are either perceived negatively by the authors themselves
later or are considered to violate community norms. Second,
although further exploration is needed, we find that posts that
remain public reach out to the pro-recovery community. This
suggests a conscious effort by the community to tacitly endorse these posts, the users’ ideas, and promoting a healthier
lifestyle despite still being visible on pro-ED tags.
Implications

Because we can identify removed content with straightforward text characteristics, we foresee several exciting research
opportunities as a result of this research.
Health and Just-In-Time Interventions. Some platforms
have basic intervention systems to bring help to such vulnerable individuals. For example, Facebook’s suicide intervention
system prompts a user to contact a close friend or assistance
hotline if another person reports their post to be suicidal5 . Beyond these efforts, our predictors show that removed content
overwhelmingly shows high vulnerability and threats to personal safety (“worthless”, “suicidal”, “razor”), making our
classifier a good start to identifying moments for just-in-time
intervention [29] to users who post this kind of content. Expansion of this approach to contain more cues would boost its
accuracy and applicability to real-world systems. Potentials
for interventions could include a prompt to direct users to
contact a close friend or reach out to a specialist available on
a hotline. This would be useful not only for pro-ED posts, but
in other cases of mental illness.
Implications for Social Computing Research and HCI.
Taking the meaning of intervention more broadly, our deviant
post classifier can be used to facilitate better content moderation practices. Social media platforms could build tools
leveraging our methodology to assist moderators in identifying deviant posts. Many platforms rely on the report/flag
5 http://www.washington.edu/news/2015/02/25/forefront-andfacebook-launch-suicide-prevention-effort/

functionality to alert moderators of deviant content. Rather
than waiting for reports to manually come in, our classifier
could generate a list of posts that are potentially deviant, and
then a human well-versed in the community guidelines of the
platform can choose an outcome to the post. This way the
system brings human judgment to an area where sensitivity
and care are needed.
Broadly, through these investigations of deviant pro-ED content, social computing researchers can gain insights into the
intent and motivation behind sharing of pro-ED content on a
public social platform and the general goals of such sensitive
self-disclosure. They can also understand how individuals are
repurposing social media platforms in order to connect and
bond with others with similar personal challenges relating to
mental health, as well as to seek their help and support during
moments of heightened physical or emotional vulnerability.
Extending beyond deviant health behavior, HCI researchers
could incorporate our approach into analyzing deletion or removal practices behind other forms of user-generated deviant
content, ranging from abuse, bullying and hate speech, including how different online communities shape their norms to
tackle deviant content.
Limitations and Conclusion

Research has shown that communities like pro-ED can have
detrimental effects on the health of the broader community, not
just sufferers themselves [21]. Our algorithm could be implemented to help quickly remove deviant posts before the post
author or the community perceives it to be deviant. However,
great care must be taken when implementing any system that
filters content. When posts are removed, what are the impacts
on the users, their emotional state, and the broader goals of
the community? At what point does automated removal shift
from improving efficacy to chilling speech, removing important “safety valves” to dangerous behaviors [20], or potentially
promote the discussion of more dangerous content [13]?
Future work will need to be delicately crafted to promote
positive outcomes, as is the case with health communities.
Collaborations between social media researchers, designers,
ethicists, and psychologists will be essential in developing
what actions are best for particular scenarios and when to
deploy these interventions.
Given the constraints imposed by the Instagram API, we are
not able to distinguish between post removal initiated by the
individual and by the platform. Even though removed content
provides a signal that such content is inappropriate and violates
norms, some content may be removed due to mundane reasons
such as a typo or accidental mis-post. This could potentially
introduce noise into our model and analysis. Future work
could expand this analysis to understanding deviant content
in a deeper way, including how fast posts are removed from
the platform as well as interviewing users on the motivation
behind these practices.
This paper explored how timely, tailored support could be
directed to sensitive online communities like pro-ED when
content is removed from the platform. The moral and ethical grounds surrounding content moderation, banning, and
removal are important conversations for the social computing
community to consider going forward.
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